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558..My Personal Journey with the Dimebag Darrell Abbott - Page 4 (Discussion) Dimebag Darrell
Abbott wasn’t a pretty boy. He wasn’t a handsome lad. But as a substance he was a diamond. He
was entertaining. He was vibrant. As a guitarist he was firecracker. He was a hell of a musician.
Dimebag was brilliant. “Motherfuckers”, “The Dime”, “Truckdriver”, “What’s It All About, Diddle-

Dum?”, these were the highlights of a pretty good, damn good guitarist and singer. That is a pretty
good set-list to look forward to. “Can’t Think Straight” is the first track of this CD. “Can’t Think

Straight” comes with a lot of catchiness.“Meghanith” follows with a solid and the next two tracks, “I
Don’t Wanna Know” and “Breathe” both come with a good chunk of feeling. “I Don’t Wanna Know”

has the lyrics that Dimebag is alluding to someone that was writing to him about killing himself.
“Breathe” with his voice comes with a different feeling because it is a perfect example of what an
amazing singer Dimebag was. “Breathe”, “Am I Holy?” and “The Days You Were Just a Thing” are
alluring. “The Days You Were Just a Thing” has a solid guitar layering along with a good, strong,

opinionated and vibrant voice. This should be on a Cradle of Filth album. “Am I Holy?” has an
interesting voice with a touch of compassion. The 0cc13bf012
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